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JUN 2022 

CIMB 

PREFERRED 

INSIGHTS 

Key Highlights 

 We take a look at some ideas on Financials, 

Sustainability & Asian Credit: 

 Bank of America Corp, Citigroup Inc, 

Wells Fargo & Co and JP Morgan Chase 

& Co. 

 Microsoft, Alphabet, Apple, Meta and 

Amazon 

 Allianz Global Sustainability Fund, and 

Manulife SGD Income Fund. 

1 What can we say about the first trading week of 

May 2022? A hint of things to come came Monday 

(9th May 2022) when US stocks mounted a late-

session turnaround, the US 10Y Treasury yield rose to 

3% for first time since 2018 and the DXY dollar index 

rose further. Crude prices turned around midsession, 

as worries over weak demand due to bleak factory 

data from China were overshadowed by a potential 

European ban on Russian oil that stoked fears of 

tightening supply. 

We saw US stocks rally in early May and Treasury 

yields fell after the US central bank raised interest 

                                                           
1 Adapted from “Sentiments from the week before”, Song Seng 

Wun, 9 May 2022 

rates by 50 basis points as expected in the highly 

anticipated May policy meeting, and said it would 

begin to reduce its balance sheet in June in a 

decision seen as less hawkish as some feared. The US 

central bank set its federal funds rate to a range 

between 0.75% and 1% in a unanimous decision that 

gave the benchmark overnight rate its biggest bump 

in 22 years. There was little initial reaction to the Fed 

policy statement that mostly met expectations. But 

when Fed Chair Powell said the Fed was not "actively 

considering" a 75 basis-point rate hike, stocks rallied, 

and bond yields reversed earlier gains. Stocks initially 

see-sawed after the announcement, then the 

benchmark US indices jumped. The S&P 500's 

Wednesday advance of almost 3% was the strongest 

since 18th May 2020. Meanwhile, the Australia dollar 

gained but local equities fell, after the Reserve Bank 

of Australia, the central bank roiled markets the day 

before by raising its official cash rate for the first time 

in more than a decade in response to surging 

inflation. The RBA raised its key rate more than 

expected by 25 bps to 0.35%, and signalled more 

rate increases to come. Meanwhile, the Reserve 

Bank of India also surprised financial markets after the 
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Indian central bank unexpectedly raised its key repo 

rate by 40 bps to 4.4% during an off cycle meeting on 

Wednesday 4th May. It is the first rate hike since 2018 

as persistent inflation pressures are becoming more 

acute and there is a risk that inflation remains 

elevated for too long. 

Interest rates hikes and inflation jitters did not go 

away with global stocks coming under more pressure 

on 5 and 6 May 2022. Just a day after notching the 

biggest rally in two years, the S&P 500 tumbled, with 

more than 95% of its companies moving lower. A 

selloff in the long-end US Treasuries pushed the US10Y 

yield above 3% and the US dollar climbed. Elsewhere, 

the British pound slumped as investors looked past 

the Bank of England’s rate increase and turned their 

focus on forecasts for a recession in 2023. BOE 

Governor Andrew Bailey said the UK economy was 

already slowing because of a squeeze on consumer 

spending power, and that will help reduce inflation 

next year. The Bank of England had raised its key 

Bank Rate by 25bps to 1% during its May meeting, 

which is the 4th consecutive rate hike, pushing 

borrowing costs to the highest since early 2009. In 

Asia, China's battered shares recovered some 

ground as market participants were encouraged by 

a pledge by China's central bank for more policy 

support to help businesses badly hit by the latest 

COVID-19 outbreak. However, the MSCI Asia Pacific 

Index fell 0.1% & HK’s Hang Seng fell for a second 

consecutive session. Global equities also fell further 

on risk aversion and long-dated US Treasury yields 

surged as market participants continue to worry 

about rising inflation and interest rates. 

According to the latest IHS Markit survey, the rate of 

global economic expansion eased to its weakest 

level during the current 22-month sequence of 

increase in April, as slower growth of new orders and 

declining international trade flows stymied the 

upturn. Inflationary pressures built, as a near-record 

increase in input costs drove up output charges to 

the greatest extent in the survey history. 

The JPMorgan Global Composite PMI Index eased to 

51.0 in April, down from 52.7 in March. The outlook 

also became more subdued, with business optimism 

slipping to a 19-month low. Growth of service sector 

business activity eased to a three month low, as 

slower upturns in the business and financial services 

sectors more than offset an acceleration at 

consumer service providers. Global manufacturing 

production fell for the first time since June 2020, 

reflecting decreases across the consumer, 

intermediate and investment goods industries (the 

first concurrent contraction since June 2020). 

Meanwhile, price inflationary pressures continued to 

build in the global economy during April. Average 

output charges rose at a series-record high rate, as 

companies passed on a further near-record increase 

input costs to their clients. For both price measures, 

rates of increase remained substantially faster (on 

average) in developed nations compared to their 

emerging market counterparts. 

Meanwhile US April jobs report showed the jobless 

rate dropped last month to its pre-pandemic low of 

3.5%. The US economy added 428K jobs in April, the 

same as a downwardly revised 428K in March and 

above market forecasts of 400K. It marks a 12th 

straight month of job gains above 400K but easing 

from a February gain of 714K amid an increasingly 

tight labour market. The nonfarm payroll 

employment increased across all sectors. Surprisingly, 

the average hourly earnings rose 5.5% from a year 

ago, slightly slower than the previous month's 

increase. The data underscored challenges the Fed 

and other central banks face as they try to tackle 

elevated prices with China's lockdowns causing 

persistent supply chain disruptions and the war in 

Eastern Europe continuing to pressure food prices. 

But, it was not all bad news. The UN FAO Food Price 

Index (FPI) eased by 0.8% MoM to 158.5 points in April, 

from a record high of 159.7 points in March, as prices 

of grains and vegetable oils gave some relief. Prices 

of vegetable oil declined significantly (-5.7%), after 
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hitting an all-time high in March pressured by palm, 

sunflower, and soy oils. Meantime, prices of cereals 

declined slightly (-0.4%), after also surging to record 

highs in March, weighed down by corn and sorghum, 

although gains in barley and wheat limited losses, 

amid ongoing export blockades in Ukraine and crop 

concerns in the US. On the upside, dairy prices rose 

for the 8th straight month (0.9%) on sluggish 

production in Western Europe and Oceania, and 

surging demand for butter amid shortages of 

sunflower oil and margarine in Western Europe. Lastly, 

prices rose firmly for meat (2.2%) on tight supplies in 

the northern hemisphere and disruptions in Ukraine, 

as well as for sugar (3.3%), underpinned by ethanol 

production. On an annual basis the UN FAO FPI rose 

30% in April 2022 vs. March’s 34% and 32% in April 

2021. 

For investors, some ideas that can be looked at 

include financials such as Bank of America Corp, 

Citigroup Inc, Wells Fargo & Co or JP Morgan Chase 

& Co. 

Customers that wish to consider companies in the 

tech space can look into Microsoft, Alphabet, Apple, 

Meta or Amazon 

For a broader exposure into Unit Trust Funds that have 

a sustainability theme, or invest into Asian Fixed 

Income/debt securities, we take a look at Allianz 

Global Sustainability Fund, and Manulife SGD Income 

Fund. 

Please speak to your Relationship Manager for more 

details. 



  Strictly for intended recipients only 
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DEC 2018 
Disclaimer

CIMB Bank Berhad, Singapore Branch has produced this publication/email/report/commentary for private circulation to CIMB 

Preferred Clients in Singapore only. This publication is being supplied to you strictly on the basis that it will remain confidential. No 

part of this report may be (i) copied, photocopied, duplicated, stored or reproduced in any form by any means or (ii) redistributed, 

published, circulated, reproduced or passed on, directly or indirectly, to any other person in whole or in part, for any purpose 

without the prior written consent of CIMB Bank Berhad, Singapore Branch.  

This publication/email/report/commentary has been prepared by CIMB Bank Berhad and/or its related and affiliated companies 

and/or any individuals connected with the aforementioned entities (hereinafter "CIMB") and is solely for information and discussion 

and information purposes only. This publication/email/report/commentary should not be construed as a recommendation, an offer 

to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any securities, futures, options or other financial instruments or to provide any 

investment advice or services. CIMB is also not acting as an advisor or agent to any person to whom this report is directed in respect 

of its contents. A copy of the prospectus of each fund is available and may be obtained from the relevant fund manager or any of 

its approved distributors. Potential investors should read the prospectus for details on the relevant fund before deciding whether to 

subscribe for, or purchase units in the fund. The value of the units in the funds and the income accruing to the units, if any, may fall 

or rise. Please refer to the prospectus of the relevant fund for the name of the fund manager and the investment objectives of the 

fund.  

Whilst CIMB has taken all reasonable care to ensure that the information herein has been compiled from sources believed to be 

reliable and is not untrue or misleading at the time of publication, CIMB assumes no responsibility and makes no representations or 

warranties, of any kind, as to the accuracy or completeness of this publication/email/report/commentary and this 

publication/email/report/commentary does not purport to contain all the information that a recipient may require. CIMB makes no 

express or implied warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of any such information and opinion contained in this report. The 

information and any opinion contained in this publication/email/report/commentary are subject to change without notice. Neither 

CIMB nor any of its affiliates, advisers or representatives are obliged to update any such information subsequent to the date hereof. 

Any reference to a company, financial product or asset class is used for illustrative purposes and does not represent a 

recommendation in any way. The projections, valuations and statistical analyses herein may be based on subjective assessments 

and assumptions and may use one of many methodologies that produce different results and to the extent that they are based on 

historical information, they should not be relied upon as an accurate prediction of future performance. The price and value of any 

investments and indicative incomes herein contained may fluctuate either positively or negatively. It should be noted that 

investments in emerging markets are subject to increased levels of volatility than more established markets. Some of the reasons for 

this volatility relates to the respective economy, political climate, credit worthiness, currency and general market within that 

country. When investing in investments denominated in a foreign currency these transactions are also subject to fluctuation in 

exchange rates. 

Certain transactions mentioned in this material may give rise to substantial risks and may not be suitable for all recipients. Please 

refrain from acting on the information herein without first independently verifying its contents.  

This publication/email/report/commentary is intended for general circulation only. Nothing in this 

publication/email/report/commentary constitutes a representation that any recommendation herein is suitable or appropriate to a 

recipient's individual circumstances. This publication/email/report/commentary does not take into account the specific objectives, 

financial situation or particular needs of any recipient given that it is not possible for CIMB to have regard to the investment 

objectives, financial situation and particular needs of each person who reads this report. Before you make an investment, please 

consult your CIMB relationship manager regarding the suitability of any investment product based on your investment objectives, 

financial situation or needs. If you choose not to do so, you should consider whether the investment product is suitable for you. 

Please seek independent professional legal and financial advice as to the contents of this publication/email/report/commentary 

and the suitability of any investment product taking into account your specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular 

needs before you commit to purchasing a product. For the avoidance of doubt, the recipient of this 

publication/email/report/commentary should not treat such content as advice relating to legal, accounting, taxation, technical or 

investment matters. 

Neither CIMB nor any of their directors, employees or representatives accept any liability for any loss, damage, costs, charges or 

expenses of whatsoever nature and howsoever arising (including but not limited to direct, indirect, special or consequential loss or 

loss of profits or loss of opportunity) suffered by you or any third party in connection with the use of this 

publication/email/report/commentary or its content (including any error, omission or misstatement herein, even if CIMB has been 

advised of the possibility thereof). CIMB, its affiliates and its related companies do and seek to do business with the company(ies) 

covered in this publication/email/report/commentary and may from time to time act as market maker or have assumed an 

underwriting commitment in the securities or instruments mentioned in this publication/email/report/commentary and, together 

with its associates and related companies, their directors, officers, employees and/or agents, may have or take positions or other 

interests in, and may effect transactions in securities or instruments mentioned herein and may also perform or seek to perform 

broking, investment banking and other banking or financial services for the companies or issuers mentioned herein and the affiliates 

of such companies or issuers. 
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DEC 2018 
The views expressed in this report accurately reflect the personal views of the analyst(s) about the subject securities or issuers and no 

part of the compensation of the analyst(s) was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the inclusion of specific 

recommendations(s) or view(s) in this publication/email/report/commentary. CIMB prohibits the analyst(s) who prepared this 

publication/email/report/commentary from receiving any compensation, incentive or bonus based on specific investment banking 

transactions or for providing a specific recommendation for, or view of, a particular company. However, the analyst(s) may receive 

compensation that is based on his/their coverage of company(ies) in the performance of his/their duties or the performance of 

his/their recommendations and the research personnel involved in the preparation of this publication/email/report/commentary 

may also participate in the solicitation of the businesses as described above.  

The authors of the report do not own any specific securities that are recommended (shares and bonds). However, they may own 

units of mutual funds but these are diversified in nature and do not benefit from the price movement from single securities. 

The authors are not privy to whether or not CIMB is involved in any relationship with any of the recommendations detailed in this 

report. 

In addition, any opinions or views of third parties in this report are those of the third parties identified, and not those of CIMB. CIMB 

may have alliances with product providers, for which we may receive a fee. Product providers may also receive a fee from 

investors. 

This publication/email/report/commentary is private and confidential and is for the addressee's attention only. This 

publication/email/report/commentary is intended for clients of the Preferred Banking Department of CIMB Bank Berhad, Singapore 

Branch only. If you are not the intended recipient and have received this publication/email/report/commentary, you may not use, 

copy or disseminate the information contained herein or hereto attached. Please also notify the sender/originator of the 

publication/email/report/commentary of the error and destroy the publication/email/report/commentary and/or delete the 

publication/email/report/commentary from your computer and system. We do not assure the security of information electronically 

transmitted, and your communication with us or request for communication through such means shall signify your acceptance of 

such risk.  

The information herein is not directed to, or intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of 

a locality in any jurisdiction, state or country where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or 

regulation. 

If at any time any provision or part of any provision, of this disclaimer is, or becomes, illegal, invalid or unenforceable in any respect 

under the law of Singapore, that shall not affect the legality, validity or enforceability of any other provision, or part of that provision, 

of this disclaimer. 

CIMB Bank Berhad (13491-P) 


